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Characteristics

- Three phase measurement of several grid parameters:
  - Voltage
  - Current
  - Frequency
  - Real power
  - Reactive power
  - Apparent power
  - Power factor
  - Active energy (+/-)
  - Reactive energy (+/-)
  - Voltage harmonics up to the 39th order
  - Current harmonics up to the 39th order
  - THD-V, THD-I

- Additional internal 24-hrs-ring buffer for the 15-min active energy values
- Internal storage for the cumulated energy values (active/reactive energy)
- Ring buffer (1 month) for daily active energy value storage
- Internal clock for time stamp
- System interface RS485 (Modbus RTU) for processing of measured values

Application examples

- Three phase grid measuring device in panels, e.g. feed-ins
- Measuring of power and harmonics
- Can be integrated into existing networks via interface RS485 (MODBUS)
- Compatible with software MMI-energy for storage, display and evaluation of power and energy data
### Preliminary data

#### Technical data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating voltage</td>
<td>24 V DC (external via terminal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Measuring voltage (3-phase)     | 3x 30 ... 440 V~ (L-N), 50/60 Hz (10...80 Hz)  
|                                 | 3x 50 ... 690 V~ (L-L), 50/60 Hz (10...80 Hz)                                 |
| Measuring current (3-phase)     | 3x X:1A / X:5A selectable                                                   |
| Power consumption               | < 1 VA                                                                       |
| Sensitivity                     | 50 mA/10 mA                                                                  |
| Operation                       | 8-pole DIP-switch for addressing and switching of terminating resistors; key button for software functions |
| Parametrization                 | Via PC-software resp. touch panel                                           |
| Measured parameters             | Voltage, current, active-, reactive-, apparent power, frequency, power factor, THD-V, THD-I, energy, single harmonics of voltage and current. All values can be read out via Modbus in real time. |
| Internal storage                | 24-h-ring buffer for active power (15-min-values); cumulative buffer for active and reactive power |
| Accuracy                        | Current/voltage: 1%  
|                                 | Active, reactive, apparent power: 2%                                         |
| Connection                      | Voltage: 4-pole via pluggable screw terminal  
|                                 | Current: 3x 2-pole via pluggable screw terminal  
|                                 | Connection plug included in the delivery                                       |
| Interfaces                      | 2x system interfaces RS485 at RJ45 (Modbus RTU) for loop-in into existing network  
|                                 | 1x service interface (RJ45) for software update resp. enlargement modules      |
| Software for PC                 | Software (CD) for parametrization of the device; MMI compatible with evaluation software MMI-energy |
| Special feature                 | Internal clock for time stamp (only in combination with software MMI-energy)    |
| Error display (red LED)         | Collected error message (over voltage, over current, frequency); evaluation via software |
Cautions and warnings

General
- The MMI8003 may only be used for the purpose it has been designed for.
- The device has to be projected in such a way that in case of any failure no uncontrolled high current and voltages may occur.
- The device in operation has to be protected against moisture and dust, sufficient cooling has to be assured.
- Please note that the device is under high tension during operation.
- The MMI8003 may only be used indoor. It is not suitable for outdoor applications.
- Voltages above the permitted voltage range may damage the device.

Attention
FAILURE TO FOLLOW CAUTIONS MAY RESULT, WORST CASE, IN PREMATURE FAILURES OR PHYSICAL INJURY.

Note
For detailed information about PFC capacitors and cautions, refer to the latest version of EPCOS PFC Product Profile.

Display of ordering codes for EPCOS products
The ordering code for one and the same product can be represented differently in data sheets, data books, other publications and the website of EPCOS, or in order-related documents such as shipping notes, order confirmations and product labels. The varying representations of the ordering codes are due to different processes employed and do not affect the specifications of the respective products. Detailed information can be found on the Internet under www.epcos.com/orderingcodes
The following applies to all products named in this publication:

1. Some parts of this publication contain statements about the suitability of our products for certain areas of application. These statements are based on our knowledge of typical requirements that are often placed on our products in the areas of application concerned. We nevertheless expressly point out that such statements cannot be regarded as binding statements about the suitability of our products for a particular customer application. As a rule, EPCOS is either unfamiliar with individual customer applications or less familiar with them than the customers themselves. For these reasons, it is always ultimately incumbent on the customer to check and decide whether an EPCOS product with the properties described in the product specification is suitable for use in a particular customer application.

2. We also point out that in individual cases, a malfunction of electronic components or failure before the end of their usual service life cannot be completely ruled out in the current state of the art, even if they are operated as specified. In customer applications requiring a very high level of operational safety and especially in customer applications in which the malfunction or failure of an electronic component could endanger human life or health (e.g. in accident prevention or life-saving systems), it must therefore be ensured by means of suitable design of the customer application or other action taken by the customer (e.g. installation of protective circuitry or redundancy) that no injury or damage is sustained by third parties in the event of malfunction or failure of an electronic component.

3. The warnings, cautions and product-specific notes must be observed.

4. In order to satisfy certain technical requirements, some of the products described in this publication may contain substances subject to restrictions in certain jurisdictions (e.g. because they are classed as hazardous). Useful information on this will be found in our Material Data Sheets on the Internet (www.epcos.com/material). Should you have any more detailed questions, please contact our sales offices.

5. We constantly strive to improve our products. Consequently, the products described in this publication may change from time to time. The same is true of the corresponding product specifications. Please check therefore to what extent product descriptions and specifications contained in this publication are still applicable before or when you place an order. We also reserve the right to discontinue production and delivery of products. Consequently, we cannot guarantee that all products named in this publication will always be available. The aforementioned does not apply in the case of individual agreements deviating from the foregoing for customer-specific products.

6. Unless otherwise agreed in individual contracts, all orders are subject to the current version of the “General Terms of Delivery for Products and Services in the Electrical Industry” published by the German Electrical and Electronics Industry Association (ZVEI).
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